FLEETS REDUCE FORTS AS PENINSULA ARMIES FORCE TURKS INLAND

BERNSTORFF WARNS U.S. CITIZENS NOT TO TRAVEL ON SHIPS OF THE ALLIES


NEW YORK, May 1.—In the face of an advertisement signed by the German embassy and published in all New York newspapers today warning American citizens that they travel to Europe at their own risk, nearly 3,000 persons sailed on trans-Atlantic liners today. Banking offices reported their heaviest day's work so far this spring.

With a directive which has astonished Administration officials, Germany once more has sounded warning that it does not intend to be responsible for the injury or death of American citizens who travel on the vessels of Great Britain or any of her allies in the zone of warfare where the Kaiser's government has decreed to exist in the waters adjacent to the British Isles.

TRAVEL AT THEIR OWN RISK.

The warning is the first of its kind. It means that the Kaiser's government has decreed these waters to be war zones to which American citizens can not sail in their own interest. The Kaiser's government, it is feared, may be about to do more than issue this warning. The Kaiser's government may be about to do more than issue this warning. The Kaiser's government may be about to do more than issue this warning.

Lusitania's Passengers Warned of Ship's Doom

Norwegian Women Appeal for Peace

Dunkirk Shelled at Night by Germans

FORTS AT NIAGARA BOMBARD BY ALLIED SHIPS

Flank and Rear Attacks by British and Colonial Land Forces Under Way.

FRENCH CAPTURE A FORT

Six Points Seized by Co-operation of Fleet With Landing Parties at Dardanelles.

LONDON, May 1.—Further fighting of the Dardanelles front is reported in progress on the Gallipoli peninsula, where the British forces are making every effort to cut off the Turks from the main body. Almost all reports say that a series of night assaults have advanced in the Turkish forces.

The advancing allied fleet is shelling the Turkish forts from inside of the Dardanelles. From the Gulf of Saros and from the Aegean Sea. Meanwhile the French are acting on the Dardanelles.

The Turkish position at Dardanelles was badly battered last night. Sweeping toward Constantinople on land and sea, the combined French and British forces are conducting a continued campaign from flanks and rear to reduce the forts guarding the Dardanelles.

TWO FORTS CRUMBLe.

Two forts have already fallen before the weight of the Patriotic fleet. These forts are important ones, as they guard the entrances to the Dardanelles. The two forts have been reduced to cannon powder for the enemy's use.

Censorship is discussed as a measure by the German government. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet.

A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet. A directive to the British government today is reported as requiring that the German fleet be in a position to destroy the forts if they are not reduced by the British fleet.